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Friday, January 23, 2009

STUDENT PUBLICATION SINCE 1883

Our challenges may be new, the instruments with which we meet
them may be new, but those values upon which our success
depends, honesty and hard work, courage and
fair play, tolerance and curiosity, loyalty and patriotism
these things are old."
'
President Barack Obama

Students 9artak in historic event
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Above left, President Obama takes the presidential oath on the steps of the Capitol Building (Photo by AP). Above right, College of Wooster students who
traveled tojvasrungton, u.u. tor the inauguration pose together in front of the Capitol Building (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Voice Staff
Barack Hussein Obama was inaugurated as the 44th President of the
United States on Tuesday, in a festive ceremony that' emphasized
inclusivity, history and a strong
future for America.
The inaugural festivities were
crammed with political and cultural
heavyweights. Sen. Dianne Feinstefn
provided the welcoming remarks.
She noted the significance
of
Obama's. inauguration, stating
is washing", as Obama was
sworn in as the country's first
African-Americpresident.
Following Feinstein, the Rev. Rick
"the-worl-

Warren led the inaugural invocation,
mony received a dose of humility1 as'
which was followed by a rousing renboth stumbled over their words.
dition of "My Country Tis of
Immediately following the oath,
Thee,"
performed by Aretha Obama gave his first speech as the
Franklin. .
President of the United States. His
The Associate Justice of the highly anticipated inaugural address
drew on the rich history of the
Supreme Court John Paul Stevens
gave Vice President Joe Biden the United States, alluding to past strugoath of office, His oath was followed gles as an example of how to overby a classical piece entitled ''Air and come the current troubles the nation
now faces. Early in the speech, the
Simple Gifts," which-wacomposed
new President made a promise to the
by John Williams and performed by
violinist Itzhak Perlman, cellist Yo-nation, stating, "The challenges we
face are real. They are serious and
Ma, clarinetist Anthony McGill
and pianist Gabriella Montero.
they are many. They will not be met
Chief Justice of the Supreme
easily but they will be met."
Court John Roberts administered the
Obama's inaugural address spoke
oath of office to President Barack' not only to the hundreds of thouObama, and the stiff inaugural cere
sands of Americans gathered at the
s
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Attackers arrestedfor College assaults
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chie f
Two men have been arrested in
connection with the Sept. 6 assault
of two Wooster students, bringing
the total number of arrests in the
case to four.
Following an attack that led to a
skull fracture for one of the students,
Tyler J. Chrostowski, 19, of Dalton
and Kevin R. Kozar, 20, of Wooster,
'
were each charged with counts of
felonious assault and assault at the
Wayne County Common Pleas Court
on Wednesday,

JaTwo

walked in front of their vehicle.
According to the report, the action
caused a verbal exchange between
the men and the students. The
truck's driver stopped the vehicle
near the corner of Beall and East
University Street and the men exited
the vehicle.
Although all three students made
apparent attempts to get away, the
men caught up to one of the students.
In
the police report,
Chrostowski is accused of hitting
the
male in the face,
causing him to lose consciousness.
20-year-- old

The
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"Our College Security and
Protective Services staff
.
.
Worked Closely with the

other

wasn't sure what he saw, then saw
someone getting kicked," Kirk said.
Security officers were immediately
dispatched to the scene, and the
Wooster Police Department was
called soon after they arrived.
The student who had first been
attacked was initially taken to
Wooster Community Hospital, later
transferred to a larger, facility to be
treated for a skull fracture. The second student was taken to the
Wellness Center, where he was
examined and released.
The ongoing investigation has
centered on the vehicle the men had
been driving. "The students could
not identify the individuals," Kirk
said, explaining that because the
attacks had taken place at night and
had happened quickly, the students
had not gotten sufficient looks at
their attackers' faces.
Instead, the Wooster police were
given a description of the white
truck and later managed to identify
its license plate number. The truck,
owned by Crossno, eventually led to
the arrests of all four men.
"We are very pleased the police
investigation has yielded a great
result," said Dean of Students Kurt
Holmes. "Our College Security and
Protective Services staff worked
closely with the City Police coordi- -.
nating the immediate response and
during the investigation phase."
The men are currently being held
in Wayne County Jail, pending bonds
of 10 percent of $25,000.

report
indicates that

.

all four men
Michael
men
continued to
A. Crossno, 18,
him
assault
and Adrian L.
after he had
Steele, 19. both
fallen, kicking
CJty
O and
c,mn;n
"
Wooster
Q,i stomping.
resiresi dents
were
, i
,
arrested on Dec.
student from
and
the
mvestiga- the group, a
for
similar
20
charges in con- - tion phase."
nection with the
male, returned
'
same incident.
"I
J(urt Holmes to the scene.
'
All four men
he
think
Dean of Students
have
entered
was
coming
pleas of not ;
to tne defense
guilty. If convicted, each could face
of his friend," noted Director of
up to eight years in prison.
Security Joe Kirk: The men allegedly
The incident took plate within the
hit and kicked him as well, knocking
him to the ground.
first three weeks of the fall semester
last .year. On the evening of Sept. 6,
The attack was reported to
the four men were riding down Beall
College Security and Protective
Services by a student emerging from
Avenue in a white pickup truck when
Andrews Library. "The student
three Wooster students allegedly
.
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Sports Editor Sara Brown
writes about how romance in
reality television is destroying modern dating. See page
3 for more.

National Mall and the millions more
watching on televisions across the'
country, but directly to other regions
of the world as well. He addressed
"the Muslim world" and "people of
poor nations," speaking of his commitment to increasing the prosperity
of the World's citizens.
The College of Wooster celebrated the inauguration Tuesday and
Wednesday with a variety of activities, Festivities began at MO a.m. on.
Inauguration Day in McGaw Chapel,
where the
broadcast was
aired for a growing audk'nctt-Tlatmosphere in McGaw was one of
celebration as students and faculty
cheered along with the crowd in D.C.
A short program prefaced the
C-SP-

AN

w

inaugural event. Visiting Instructor
in History Marc Goulding began the
brief presentation, indicating that
while the inauguration signified a
"sharp turn in American society
.... history is not ... the chronicling of landmark events, but of significant change over time."
Next, Professor of Communication
Denise Bostdortf spoke of the importance of epideictic speech, which she
describes as rhetoric that reinforces
values its audience already holds.
Becca Niemeyer '09 spoke about the
-- implications.
of Obama's campaign
trail rhetoric, stating that the "Yes, we
can!" slogan indicates "change on a
--

Alexandra DeGrandchamp

See "Inauguration,

"page 2

What is your solution for Gaza?
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Students discuss violence in the Middle East. Read more
in the 'Gaza conflict' article on page 2 (Photo courtesy
Danielle Haas).
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shares
view that now that

Brian Frederico '09

his
Democrats are in power, their
faults will become more visible. See page 3 for the full
viewpoint.
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Managing

Editor

Jonah

Hallie Moreland writes about

Woosfer

Comstock profiles Professor

the inaugural presidential ball

Wittenberg

y
of Theatre Shirley
and the Boomerang
Intergenerational
Theater
Company. See page 4.

and

head coach Steve Moore his
500th career win, against his
alma mater. See page 8 to
read more about the game.

Huston-Findle-

Vie musical performances

that were featured in

i

Read

more about the event in the full
story on page 5.
V
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Kate Vesper
emily ryan

McGaw Chapel hosts inauguration screening
V,J

New vice president to
take on role at College
The College of
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Inauguration
.

.

continued from page l

.

social movement level," arguing the

next challenge of the administration
was to appeal to a larger constituency.
'11 offered
Finally, Adel
a heartfelt "thank you" to the United
States from the international com- munity, addressing the several universal implications of Obama's
recurring theme of hope.
Wooster' students responded
to the inauguration.
favorably
Yanique Rae '12 said Obama's
address was "inspirational," and
Kitty O'Riordan '10 concurred, stating she felt "hopeful." Taylor
Andrews '12 stated, "It's good to
have a change of pace."
Campus Rabbi Joan Friedman mirrored the excitement of Wooster
students. Friedman appreciated in
particular Obama's call for responsibility, stating, "the world has to
change and we have to change along
with it."
Instructor of Political Science
Angela Bos agreed, stating the
address "hit the nail on the head" in
terms of America's political and economic position, "Itsvas exciting to
see," she concluded.

Wooster will gain

el-Ad- awy

a new vice president in early March
in
the form of Laurie L.
Stickelmaier, the newly named vice

1
f

'

'

,

president for finance and business.
Stickelmaier, who most recently
served as vice president for finance
and administration at St. Mary's
College, University of Notre Dame,
will replace John Sells, w ho has been
serving as interim vice president for
finance and business since Robert
Walden departed in 2007.
"I am very excited about the
opportunity to work with this
exceptional liberal arts institution,"
Stickelmaier
told the Office of
Public Information.
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Officer struck down by
vending delivery truck
r

I
i

police depart-

ment is mourning the death of their
fellow officer Jarod Dean, who died
on impact Monday after being struck
by a truck.
officer was hit by
The
the small vending company truck as
he was recovering debris from the
roadway on state Route 8.
Before the accident, it has been
reported that the cruiser driven by
Dean was stationary in the turning,
lane with the overhead lights turned
on. According to Highway Patrol
Lt Eric Sheppard, the driver of the
southbound truck said that he didn't
see Dean.
The investigation is still being
conducted.
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Above, students watch the live screening of the inaugural events in McGaw Chapel on campus. The event included complimentary refreshments (Photo by Andrew Maloney).
Israeli-Palestinia-

24-year-- old

Allana Mortell
Senior Staff Writer
Jan.

18

marked

a

sion to the latest surge

NATIONAL

Obama turns attention
Guantanamo prison

at

insurgence begins to quiet

n

tentative concluof violent
conflict between Israelis and Hamas
in Gaza that escalated more than
three weeks ago.
Each side individually calling for
cease-fir- e
not only initially stopped
the fighting but also gave hope to the
1.5 million residents of Gaza that
economic aid and humanitarian
efforts were on their way.
Gaza, a Palestinian territory that is
I
Mini.
located on the strip where Egypt and
Israel meet, is a small area of 140
square miles, about twice the size of
to
Washington', D.C.
The territory of Gaza is based
heavily on agriculture and its unemWasting no time after his historic
inauguration, President Barack ployment rate is close to 50 percent.
Obama issued brders Tuesday to The government in Gaza is run by
halt all military commissions at Hamas, who first took the territory
by force in June 2007.
Guantanamo Bay in order to "permit
the newly inaugurated president and
The majority of Gazan citizens are
his administration time to review the
Palestinians who are under the rule
of the political party Hamas.
military commission process, generally, and the cases currently pending
Israel, on the other hand, became a
before the military commissions,
state in 1948 and since then has
specifically," according to Secretary
engaged in seven major conflicts
of Defense Robert M. Gates, who with its surrounding neighbors.
Oftentimes, when conflict does arise
relayed the order from Obama.
Obama pledged to close the camp within the Middle East, there are
during his campaign, and has said he more questions than answers and
intends to see that detainees are
lines of right and wrong motives can
become easily blurred.
given treatment more in line with
the basis of the American justice
The reasoning behind this particular conflict lies in the fact that in
system than they were receiving
under the military commissions.
December, when the resurgence of
violence began, Hamas began to fire
rockets stretching up to 20 and 25
users
feet long into territory belonging to
Israel.
hackers
In a swift response, Israel formed
A recent electronic security
an extremely strong militia to fight
breach may have Endangered milback and began to attack Gaza,
lions of credit card users. Hackers though it faced criticism for reacting
in such a violent manner.
may have used a device called a keystroke logger to capture the names
and credit card information of many
cards that went through Heartland
Payment Systems, a New Jersey
credit card processing company.
The company processes 100 million
transactions per month, putting
countless customers across the
country at risk. Heartland encourages anyone who uses a major credit
card to check their balances carefully and call their credit card company
in the event of a discrepancy.

Credit card
risk from

.

With conflict such as this, trying
to find moral clarity as to who is
right and wrong in the situation can
be extremely challenging and
painful.
Arguments from both sides of the
fight are substantial: the Palestinians
in Gaza often argue that Israel not
only usurped their land, but continued to force them to live in substandard conditions and overall punishing them.
'
A majority of Israelis, however,
believes the land became theirs in
1948 and since, then have tried to
build their country into a progressive, stable society.
Also, the Israelis and their government find it difficult to trust Hamas
and the Palestinian's after they initiated this current disaster.
Matthew McNaughton '10, an
active member of the International
Students Association, expressed his
thoughts on the conflict tying in with
Israel's upcoming elections, which
w ill be held in February.
"The Israeli government, who
needed to be seen as a strong government to remain in power had to make
a decision. They needed to be seen by
the people as a government that
could protect them. In light of all
this,, they made a unilateral decision
to invade Gaza It resulted in an
unfortunate loss of lives, but the
nature of the enemy, Hamas, was that
the collateral damage was unavoidable," he said.
The recovery time for the citizens
and town of Gaza, after much devastating damage, is estimated at potentially one vear.
One thousand three hundred
Palestinians are dead, with more than
5,400 of them wounded, 22,ooo
buildings destroyed or damaged.
Thirteen Israeli citizens died, and
the total economic destruction was
,
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Above, Israeli soldiers assess the damage after bombings.
Below left, Palestinians s'how solidarity with the cause of
Hamas (Photos by AP).
valued at $1.9 billion.
Hilary Bryant '()9 finds it difficult

'

VV

N

to discuss this particular subject,
Aside from beine raised within the
Jewish faith, she has also, traveled to
Israel before.
"I think that it is extremely unfortunate that Israelis and Palestinians
have been unable, for so many years,
to resolve problems and differences
peacefully," Bryant said. "It ,is unlikely that solving the mutual problems will become a reality, and that
is disappointing. Israel has been
bombed by extremists from Gaza for
years, and I believe that the invasion
of Gaza, although it may have been
larger than necessary, was what any
country would do to protect its people and maintain its hold on the
territory."
Though Israel is continuing to
withdraw troops from Gaza and a
cease-fi- re
has been called, the question of whether or not this Middle
Eastern violence will ever end still
. remains unanswered.
Many hope that the Gazans will
receive the tremendous help they
need in slowly rebuilding their
region, while with the aid of the
United States, the Middle East can
gradually work away from despair
and suffering and move towards
more towards peaceful and diplomatic relations.
.
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Briefs compiled by Jonah Comstock

On page 3 of the Jan. 16' issue of
the Voice, Jett Travolta was mistakenly referred to by the first name of
"Brett."
On the same page, the award handed out at the Golden Globes ceremony was referred to as an "Emmy,"
when it in fact is called Golden
Globe. In both cases, an editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we too sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewooster.edu.-
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Every semester, many students at The College of Wooster travel abroad and
return to Wooster. Returning home isn't always easy. Students have usually
spent the past few months immerse in a culture very different than their own,
and experiencing culture shock upon return isn't uncommon.
Still, coming back home is supposed to be a pleasant reunion for students who
have studied abroad. Returning students get to see friends they haven't seen for
months and are able to reclaim regular routines of classes, jobs, socializing and
extracurricular activities.
Returning from a semester abroad, however, brings challenges that go beyond
standard culture shock
and enter the realm of the unnecessary inconvenience.
Take, for instance, C.O.W cards. These bits of plastic are key to life here at
Wooster, enabling you to do handy things likceat meals, print essays and assignments, enter your residence hall and room and prove to Security that you're 21.
Yet it seems that students returning from abroad are perpetually having trouble
with their C.O.W. cards. Many students report that their cards do not allow them
to enter either their residence halls or their rooms. It's inconvenient and it would
be nice if something could be done about the kinks in the system.
Another difficulty involves the person returning students find in their room
once they've gained access. Most students who study abroad during the fall
semester return in the spring to find themselves assigned to room with someone
they don't know. Unfortunately, this system rarely works as well as the carefully
and other students receive
determined rooming assignments first-yea- rs
especially when two people with opposing personalities find themselves sharing a
hundred feet of space. Why not have returning students fill out a questionnaire,
as we did as incoming
This way there is at least a better chance of
students being paired with a more compatible roommate.
With these suggestions, we at The JVooster Voice hope that in the future, the
reintegration process for returning students becomes an easier, smoother
transition.
.
first-year-
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What is dating in America coming
to these days? Honestly, with all of
these reality shows on television that
are about people finding love it
makes me wonder what these people
are thinking by going on national
television while
humiliating them
selves in front
of hundreds of
thousands of people every week.
I'm not going to
sarabrown
lie, I do find these
shows to be quite entertaining and
hilarious, but it does make me question what people in America are
thinking when they are trying to
find love on a reality show.
VII probably has the largest
array of reality dating shows on television at this point. Right now,
there is "Rock of Love Bus with Bret
Michaels", "Tool Academy" and
"Real Chance of Love" (which just
had its season finale).
"Rock of Love Bus with Bret
Michaels"; where to begin! This is
Bret's third season looking for his
one true love. Is the third time really
a charm? I think not.
I watch the show religiously
because watching these girls compete to be Bret Michaels' girlfriend is
absolutely hilarious. Most of the
girls on the show pride themselves
on their boob jobs and their rock 'n'
roll ways of life. There are
and current stripstars,
the perfect Bret
show
the
on
pers
how
comprehend
I
even
can't
trio.
serithemselves
take
women
these
ously, let alone think they will actually have a loving, meaningful relationship with Bret. When a guy's
"That's
phrases consist of "Hi-yo- ,"
hot" and "It really turned me on,"
I'm pretty sure that the extent of the
relationship is purely physical and
1

ex-po- rn

ex-stripp- ers

,
Tool Academy is not much better.
These nine women set out to change
their boyfriends by sending them to
the Tool Academy, and let's be honest: these guys are definitely complete tools. I'm embarrassed for
these women that they would even
admit to be dating these guys! Quite
frankly, if I were dating'a guy who I

cAH

A few weeks ago I emerged from
my bomb shelter, dusted myself off
and had a good look around. I was

surprised to discover that the world
hadn't ended, and after threatening
to bludgeon my Democratic brother
to death with his
own "Obama for
""N
President" sign, I
'
returned to life as
licnal
Rut tit

r

I

strangeness didn't end there. I
brlanfrederico

,

Obama-supporti-

ng

12-year-- old
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bathroom.) This is also partially
because Democrats were wisely
keeping a low profile and doing their
best not to attract any attention.
Despite Democrats getting their

majorities in Congress in 2006 and
then strengthening them in 2008,
they did absolutely nothing to further their agendas. They were content to watch Republicans make their
mistakes.
This will be a new experience for
me and, I suspect, for many other
Wooster students. Democrats have
control of both chambers of
Congress and the White House. For
once, Democrats will be headlines on
the news and their mistakes and
errors will be just as heavily scrutinized by the media as those made by
their counterparts in previous years.
The sides have been reversed and
now I can challenge my Democrat
friends to defend the actions of their
leaders instead of me defending the
actions of Republican leaders.
Wooster students get to see the spot- -.
light on themselves instead of their
traditional rivals. Democrats will be
on the defensive so I can sit back and
take a breather. That's where the
relief comes from.
Perhaps now it is time for the
Republicans to do as the Democrats
have done the previous eight years.
Heck, Obama hadn't even taken
office and already Blagojevich has
tried to sell off his seat while
Democratic leaders in Massachusetts
are under investigation for widespread corruption charges. Democrats have a nasty habit of shooting
in
themselves
the foot and
Republicans will be wise to sit back
and let them have at each other.
Don't get me wrong, though. I'm
not sitting here waiting for Obama
to fail. I do, in fact, wish him all the
best. I know he ran on a campaign of
"change" but I'd really prefer to see

"improvement" and I sincerely hope
he can make those sorely needed
improvements. Change is fine and
good, but it needs to be in the right
direction. I fear that some Democrats
will be so desperate for "change" that
they'll act brashly,' believing that
anything is better than the prior
conditions. Maybe some do believe
that, but I think that's an inherently
simplistic and ignorant position.
After sitting in the wings for years
Democrats have the chance to prove
they are capable leaders. They
haven't been doing much lately, so
one would expect they have something big planned. At least, we all
hope they do. But it's also a good
time for Democrats to really understand what it is they have to offer
beyond the simple rhetoric. I've had
too many conversations with
Democrats that end strangely: their
faces go slack and their arms limply
project in front of them, then they
groan "change" and other slogans
before shuffling off in another direction. Some real good can be done
here if Democrats really work at the
issues rather than simply holding
down the fort. It took President
Obama a lot of work to get into the
Oval Office, but the real work is still
to come so let's not celebrate too
early.

This is also a great opportunity for
Republicans to rearm, as it were, and
return with a new cast of political
actors. There is a place for traditional conservative values in this country
put forth by a younger more
group of Republicans. This is a golden opportunity for Republicans to
reinvent themselves and I'll be
watching closely as a new generation
steps up to the plate.
in-tu- ne

Brian Frederico is a frequent contributor
to the Voice. He can be contacted at
BFrederico09ivooster.edu.

King to Obama: the proof of progress
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The Republicans' turn to be quiet

felt relieved in a
way and that feeling was only enhanced on Tuesday
while watching the inauguration. Let
me be clear: it's not because I had
some sort of epiphany and turned
change-zombi- e,
into an
but rather I was relieved that
Republicans were finally out of the
spotlight. President Bush very nearly skulked out of Washington earlier
in the day, and hopefully the last
Republican mistake to garner any
attention this year will be John
Roberts' embarrassing flubbing of
the presidential oath.
I've explained this to a few people
before but I thought I'd share my
theory with the world. My generation of Wooster students hasn't really
experienced a time when
would even have to consider sending
Republicans weren't in charge and
to the Tool Academy, I think that's constantly in the media's cross hairs.
when the relationship needs to end.
Sure, we all lived during a time when
It seems that these guys are not Clinton was president, but what
actually changing their ways of life
actually turns on CNN to
to become better boyfriends, they
see the latest in national politics? I
just want to win the $100,000 at the didn't even begin paying attention to
end of the show. Typical.
any of it until I was 14, after the
Lastly, "Real Chance of Love." attacks of Sept. 11.
Perhaps you remember these two
Since then Republicans have goteccentric brothers from "I Love New ten a bad reputation, partially
York 2." Since neither of them were
because certain members were doing
chosen by New York, VH 1 gave them
foolish
rather
some
things.
their own show to find love. How (Whatever happened with Senator
nice. At the season finale, Chance
Larry Craig in that airport bathroom
ended up not even choosing one of probably ought to stay in that airport
the girls to be his girlfriend. Talk
about getting
on your
face on national television.
Real, on the other hand, ended up
choosing Corn Fed as the winner of
Our nation's capital, a city built by
his heart. I liked Corn Fed when I
slave labor upon a fetid swamp
was watching the show; she seemed
whose suburban environs are my
like a very genuinely nice person.
native home, remains racially segreHowever, she was constantly being
gated though it is now the location of
grilled by the" other girls on the
our nation's first biracial chief exec- show and Real's parents about how
utive. Last year,
her family would feel about interraas the structures
cial dating.
of our economy
I don't question that she developed
collapsed and the
Real
for
the
looked
genuine feelings
future
during
V
show, but Corn Fed is from Fargo,
bleaker by the
N.D., while Real is from California.
da the, citiz,enry
alexcacloppo
invested its hope
After only getting to know each
other during the few short weeks in for change in one man's promises of
which the show is taped, I don't
a better tomorrow.
believe they are truly in love and I
It needs to be made clear that
relationddubt their
there will not be the radical change
that so many
ship will work out.
In all reality, these shows are taped
dreaded and so many naive progresfor six to seven weeks at the most, or
sives anticipated.
The closest
shorter. When I see people on these
approximation of the truth is tliat
I spell out
Barack Hussein Obama
reality shows telling the person they
his full name with pride and not fear
are competing for that they "love"
has built a team of rivaling corthem, it makes me laugh. How can
you say you love someone that you
porate centrists who are expected to
n,
and,
be
really don't know?
I fear that this is what dating in
indeed,
America is coming to. Who actually
Allow me for a moment to define
"empire." Obama will surely not conwants to humiliate themselves every
week on national television to win a
tinue the Cheney-Bus- h
program of
unilateral and cavalier neocolonialist
competition, despite the fact that in
the end, the relationship will more
actions around the world. Sayonara.
than likely fail by the time the The prerogatives of our imperial
reunion show is aired? Not me.
apparatus, namely the global archipelago of military bases we maintain
that numbers over 700, will remain
Sara Brown is a sports editor for the
Voice. She can be contacted
at in place and the
complex will contin
SLBrown09wooster.edu.
egg-slapp- ed
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right-reactionar- ies

ro-refo-

pro-gree-

rm

pro-empi- re.

military-surveillance-industr-

ial

ue to demand unfettered power from
an Executive that has long ago aban-

doned constitutional limits.
Yet with his avowed escalation of

right

up to the day he was murdered
in 1968, are believed.

Radical historian and urban policy
researcher Paul Street quoted from
the fight in Afghanistan against King's "A Testament of Hope,"
medieval Taliban militants and what
which was published in 1969.
will surely be an increase in the
"If we look honestly at the realiranks of the armed forces, a few silties of our national life, it is clear we
ver linings in the storm clouds of are not marching forward," King
renewal remain: ' there will be no wrote. "In these trying circumovert militarization of outer space, stances, the black revolution ...is
United States-Isra- el
policy will
forcing America to face all its interrelated flaws
racism, poverty, milreturn to the realm of rationality,
be
excised
from our itarism and materialism. It is expostorture will
repertoire and a long overdue set of ing evils that are rooted deeply in the
public works policies should help us whole structure of our society."
Contrast this with Obama's stateassume the status of advanced
industrial society.
ment that we shall "not apologize for
In all of this, during this new era
our way of life." Further, King
of "responsibility," the role of an declared that these "systemic" probinformed, organized public shouldn't lems necessitate a "radical reconbe understated; democracy promostruction of society" and not merely
tion begins at home. After eight reforms.
On April 4, 1967, in a speech entiyears of spreading freedom around
tled "Beyond Vietnam," King said in
the world, a mission that has carried
the weight of many thousands dead, no uncertain terms, "A nation that
a more modest goal is to democratize
continues year after year to spend
the United States.
more money on military defense
than on programs of social uplift is
On Tuesday, as Obama was sworn
office
in
the land
into the highest
approaching spiritual death."
with
There is no mistaking the climb
pomp and cirwe all have made. But to pretend we
cumstance, signifying the undeniable
progress American society has made, are at the summit, and that the
struggle is over, is to deny that
many compared him to the civil
rights crusader Dr. Martin Luther man's dream and not to fulfill it.
King, Jr.
But we are not yet at the moun-tainto- p, Alex Cacioppo is a chief copy editor for
if King's words, which he the Voice. He can be contacted at
spoke without fear or equivocation
ACacioppo09wooster.edui
well-deserv- ed
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Generations work together at this Theater
Students and "elders" combine passions for acting

inrarnnsiHyai
A little before noon on Tuesday a

1

somewhat carious sight greeted those
passing by the "flag gallery" in
Lowry: a cluster of students, mostly
internationals, huddling around a laptop, straining to catch the words and
Deing
images
relayed from the

i

.

'i

t
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1
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Presidential
Inauguration in
W a s h i n g t -on, D C.
,

i

1

The interest

in
shown
Oba- Barack
ma's inauguration as president could
be attributed to the pace at which the
world is "shrinking," to Obama's way
with words, to the continuing, if
often challenged, importance of
America as a world superpower, or
even to a heightened sense of politiActors from the College and the Wooster community act together in rehearsals for 'Letting Go," the latest example of cal awareness amongst the interna- work with intergenerational theater (Photos by Sarah Hunt).
Associate Professor of Theatre Shirley Huston-Findley- 's
tional community.
And finally it's just that everyone
As it turned out, the next step was
Center in Wooster. When the opporbegan rehearsing Monday will have a
Jonah Comstock
eagerly awaited Obama's speech, for
the discovery of Jamie Morris '09 at combined cast of six to seven stutunity came during a semester-lon- g
what it would say, what it wouldn't
Managing Editor
leave, she decided to spend it worka CCI summer class, a student who
dents and eight to nine elders. The
and what it would mean for the globshares much of Huston-Findley- 's
It's to be expected that Theatre ing witli and observing an intergennature of the play will mean a less
al future in more than just the politiand Dance professors would be intererational theater company in New enthusiasm for intergenerational
schedule,
rehearsal
strenuous
cal sphere.
ested and invested in the theatre York City called Roots and Branches. theater. Together, the two devised
amounting to only one or two
The world wanted to know how
When she returned, she was ready to the business plan for what would
majors at The College of Wooster,
rehearsals a week for each actor.
the new president would open his
become the Boomerang Intergenermen and women that represent the put her ideas into action with a first-yeAfter this year, Huston-Findle- y
term in office, so his first speech was
seminar called "Creativity and ational Theater Company.
future of theater. But Associate
and Morris, who will by then have
the best way to understand
Aging-Professor of Theatre Shirley
The Boomerang business plan graduated from the College, intend deemed
the initial steps he would take as
Huston-Findle- y
isn't content to sim"After we did that, it was like, 'We served as a model for students to to break out Boomerang as an indethe still strongest political,
van do this,'" said Huston-Findlelearn about theater entrepreneurship pendent intergenerational theater leader of
ply look forward. She's concerned
and military force in the
economic
with learning from the living past, in "And I saw the value in it. I saw the in a class Huston-Findle- y
taught,' company, hoping eventually to tour
world.
particular, a group of actors' in the value in what
the
courjtry.
Words are easily twisted, which is
Wooster community' to whom she students
eot
the
Though
for deceiving others but also
useful
warmly and respectfully refers as out of it, and I
are a
people in
area and in
in initiating change and '
imperative
"elders." ,
saw
great
recent turn has
the most important weapon in any
this
who love to do theater. And
"There are a lot of people in this value in what
been hard on the
leader's cache of talents. And the
area and in his community who love
the elders got
arts, Huston-Findle- y
them
some
are
quite
and
really
world wanted strong words that preto do theater. And some of them are out of it."
is detersaged a departure from U.S. foreign
Then, about
really quite talented, and they have a
mined to push
they have a lot to share."
policy actions of the last decade.
lot to share," said Huston-Findle- y.
two years ago,
through.
Huston-Findley
This speech is particularly imporShirley
' Huston-Findley's
work with inter- - ' the
College
doesn't
"It
tant coming from a leader who,
generational theater, which is soon to received grant
take a whole lot
Associate Professor of Theatre
throughout his campaign, put special
become a main stage production of money
to
to do theater,"
emphasis
on the importance of diaHuston-Findle- y.
Wooster's theater department on establish
the
said
logue for creating a better future for
for
April 3 and 4 this year, represents a Center
"You
is
far from comlong journey which
Creativity and Innovation, which and for which Morris served as need a place where" everybody can the global community.
'
"
'
Obama's words did not
turned out to be exactly what teaching assistant, last semester: come together and you need some
plete.'
':'
He
addressed the leaders of the
Huston-FindleHuston-Findley
y
Over half a decade ago,
needed to move on Creativity and Entrepreneurship.
pencils to write on some paper, and
in an open manner and welworld
with her work.
"happened upon" a therapy
;
"Together in that class we did the you can start creating theater."
comed
them to potential future dia"I never would have done it withtechnique, called Time Slips, for
iinprov that has formed this script,
Although she didn't start out
He also commented on the
logue.
working with women with dementia
because I never called 'Letting Go,'" said Huston-Findle- y. interested in working with elders,
out the Center
need
for
the United States to change
and Alzheimer's.
would have thought of myself as an
"It's a series of vignettes Huston-Findle- y
has realized the
its
own
and actions to bet- -j
thoughts
"I had never worked with elders
that are all connected, primarily by importance of her work.
entrepreneur. I never had any expereflect
the
ter
of the world and
way
before, had no desire to work with rience in business, I'd never done a their location, which is a cafe called
"We have a very large and a very
its
needs.
Obama
seemed
to recog-- 1
elders," said Huston-Findle- y.
"It was business plan before," said Huston-Findle- y. 'Moonpennies' as opposed
to growing elder population locally and
nize
that
is
there
no
of peo- -j
shortage
not even on my radar, and I fell in
"It was a serendipitous Starbucks."
around the world," said Huston-Findle- y.
who
pie
criticize
the
involvement
of
love with it."
moment that the Center came at the
,
"I think we need to start payThe vignettes are also connected
She went on to get training in the time when I was ready to take the by the theme of letting go, which ing some attention to who they are America in the affairs of other countechnique and to practice it for severnext step, but didn't know what the was inspired by an anonymous poem and, through the arts, connect with tries. There was a feeling that the
al years at Sunrise Senior Living
next step was."
of the same name. The play, which them i n ways that we haven't before." words weren't guided by hubris but
by patriotic pride.
Of course there were references,
though in an oblique manner, to the
plague of terrorism. But the world
has learned to be wary of words in
March 1. Instructions can be found
called
center
that regard and rather waits for coninside the booth and on a shelf by
in
Chisomo
crete action to understand the new
the gallery entrance.
approach to this old problem. The
The fourth component of LAB will
Malawi's capimost heartening comments were
include a changing exhibition of three
tal city.
probably with regard to the developprojects by the students in "The Global
Castle worked
ing world and America's responsibilwith a group of
HIVAIDS Crisis". Led by Huston-Findle- y,
ity as a global power towards poorer
in addition to Carrejo and
boys and asked
nations.
them to draw a Castle, they will create collages, transObama comes across as a genuine
response to the fers, and resxnses to certain prompts.
ly global citizen, one who might
Other .upcoming gallery events
question "I low
bypass the past to renew the need for
include
the Music in the Galleries con- are
more informed action by the United
people in Malacert by the Wooster Chorus and
States. He might not apologize for '
wi viewed and
Singers on Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
the American way of life, often critiwhat are- the
The closing reception for both exhicized by both" citizens and those
stereotypes and bitions will take place Thursday, Feb.
beyond its borders, but he asks for a
struggles , that 26 at C p.m.
changed outlook on the way the
In
addition, "Molecules That
they face?"
United States views the world of
Drawings
of Matter" showcases at Kbert Art Center
which we all share.
clinics, hospitals
featuring 10 molecules that have
The world needs leadership that
and transmission
changed our world such as Prozac,
creates
change through more than
HIV through
aspirin and penicillin.
Above, a recording booth at the HIVAIDS exhibition (Photo by Sarah Harbottle) of
words. People are inherently wary of
This exhibition' is free and open to
unprotected sex
the public from March 24 through political rhetoric. Having listened to
and prostitution
this skilled wordsmith's promises of
Tamari Farquharson
"Gallery LAB" is currently showing prove that the children are well- - May 10.
change,
the world is ready for him to
in the Burton I). Morgan Gallery of
informed about HIV This woman is
The College of Wooster Art
Features Editor
act
them.
upon
Kbert Art Center. A timeline of the
and is carrying a sack of Museum
is open on Tuesdays
is the secThis story on 'Gallery
history of HIVAIDS, developed by fruit in her hand
she needs to
through Fridays from 10:30 a.m. to
Anoop I'arik '09 is a double Economics
series on two nnv exhiond of .a two-pa- rt
teaching assistant Charlotte Castle, is eat well to keep her immune system
4:30 p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays
and
English major from Kolkata, India.
bitions currently appfaring in The College
posted on the wall of the gallery. HIV strong," says Castle of one of the from
p.m.
entered the United States and AIDS. drawings.
of Wooster Art Museum.
rexrted in Kurope in 1970 and 1982,
However, misinformation in the
exhiA pair of unique
resx'ctively. The timeline lists imjxr-ta- nt drawings was depicted. "Some of the
"Body Maps" and "Gallery
bitions
dates from 19;t0
the first cases children I worked with believe that
vv-'-LAB"
were developed centered
of simian immunodeficiency virus smokers are more likely to be
e,
around a s)ecific course: HIVAIDS. (SIV), now known as HIV
to the
so this is a figure of someone with
and
World
'The Global HIVAIDS Crisis: An UNAIDS
Health
HIVAIDS," Castle said of a man with
Interdisciplinary Inquiry" features "art Organization's UNIVKHSAL ACCKSS
a cigarette in hand.
as activism" projects using the museTARGET for ARV therapy in 2010.
The third component within the
um's space to address this cultural and
Gallery LAB has four continents.
LAB is the public participation video
social issue.
Besides the timeline, Castle also created
recording booth. Visiting Professor of
a second component: drawings by chilThis class of 23 students is taught
Art Jaime Carrejo contributed by
by four College of Wooster faculty:
dren in Malawi on the opxsite wall.
inviting the public to respond to quesassociate proShirley Huston-FindleIn May of last year, Castle travtions with either voice or video
fessor of Theatre; Anilx-- Garcia, assiseled to Africa through the
recording.
tant professor of Psychology; Sharon organization World Camp for Kids
These recordings can be played on
Lynn, associate professor of Biology;
Tamarl
doing HIVAIDS, environmental, the LCD in the gallery for other visand John Rudisill, assistant professor of and gender empowerment education
itors to hear. These recordings will
Kris
Philosophy.
in rural schools and at a community
be presented between January 13 and
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U2, others perform at (J bama inauguration
Music icons provide soundtrack for historic event
Hallie Moreland
Voice Staff
held on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial, with performers including
U'2, Bruce Springsteen and Beyonce,
to name a few.
Thousands of people hraved cold
and crowded the
temperatures
National Mall for the performances.
Bruce Springsteen opened the concert with his song "The Rising,"
backed by a gospel choir. Springsteen
mumbled through the lyrics, as only
he can, but still managed to offer an '
inspiring and poignant performance
(the choir helped, too.)
He then returned later to perform
"This Land Is Your Land" with
folk singer Pete Seeger. And
once again, the choir helped.
A shot of the crowd revealed
George Lucas cheerfully singing
along to the song, which was without
a doubt the most unexpected and
magnificent part of -- the performance.
U2 also performed at the event,
beginning with their classic song
"Pride," which was actually inspired
by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. U2
could not have had better timing if
they tried.
Beyonce, with help from the choir,
closed the show with a stirring performance of 'America the Beautiful."
As she sang, celebrities including
Tom Hanks and Samuel L. Jackson
joined her on the steps.
I'm still unsure as to why George
Lopez was there.
Moving on to a concert I actually
did get to see, the "Kids Inaugural:
We Are the Future" concert was held
in Washington, D.C. on Wednesday
for the first children Malia and Sasha
Obama. And yes, all of your favorite
15-- to
performers were in
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our-

selves and our
with
brightly colored candy
plight
and
canes
gingerbread: the cold
weather.
The effect that this freezing tundra
has on our campus community is
'
profound.
However, the few that emerge triumphant from this frosty situation
.are stronger, wiser and better than
the rest of us.
The first unfortunate realization
that the cold has gotten the best of
our spirits is the diminishing party
scene at The College of Wooster.
Girls (most girls) realize that
going out in miniskirts and spaghetti straps means, in this weather, they
will be returning home without at
least one of their extremities.
Realizing that they would rather
just stay in than be caught dead at
the UG in anything
or comprising more than a yard of
total fabric, they instead opt to finish
their Spanish homework while fanta- - '
sizing about all the studs they could
have potentially swapped sweat with
on that beacon of a dancefloor.
In some cases, the threat of danger from the outdoors is nothing
compared to the hazards that can
I occur indoors.
Instead of battling the bitter cold,
one assumes it bes,t to stay in one's
uorm room.
After realizing that reality shows
and trash television does not a good
night make, the beer they have chill
ing in their fridge grows more
tempting.
One can turn into two, and two
into 10.
Whether you drink to feel not so
alone, or you drink to console yourself about the fact you're drinking
alone, you know that your silent
is, in
y6ur inner fight
protest
all actuality, your sad attempt at
defeating Mother Nature.
You will have fun in this brutal
weather, regardless of whether or
not such unparalleled determination
makes you question your sanity.
But with every sip of your brew,
millions of snowflakes fall.
And, during every
chug, hundreds of poor souls around
our world fall on the icy walks, fur.

Mariah Carey performs in Washington, D.C. for the presidential inauguration (Photo by AP).
attendance. Miley Cyrus opened the
concert with her song "The Climb"
from the "Hannah Montana: The
Movie."

The concert continued with Disney
kids Demi Lovato and Corbin Bleu
Disney-is- h
music.
performing
Michelle Obama delivered a short
speech reminding the children that
they are the future, and George
Lopez made another inexplicable
appearance.
The Jonas Brothers closed the
show with a few of their popular
songs.
At this point, the normally subdued
Obama girls were shown dancing
,

Since its inception in 1989
when Wendy Kopp submitted her
undergraduate thesis, Teach for
America has received plenty of
positive and negative criticism.
While college students inter- ested in the program often only
hear the program's talking points,
Pursui't" should be
required reading for any student
interested in the program.
Donna Foote highlights
not only the unique and fulfilling
experiences that these first-ye- ar
teachers have, but also exposes
the demanding challenges that
For America (TFA) poses.
Starting in the fall of 2005,
Foote spends a
cruits themyear at Locke
selves.
High School, a
inner-city
At the same
tough
time, the reschool in
wards of the
Los Angeles.
program are
follows
She
four TFA recruits fresh out of immeasurable.
All four students Kopp procollege. Foote exposes the successes and failures of one of the files at Locke are stretched
most ambitious education pro- - tremendously and pushed to
the brink of exhaustion
grams ever designed.
Foote first discusses the history but all four said they felt sat- of the program, which started isfied and had accomplished
when Kopp was a senior at something that few accom- plish in a lifetime, much less
Princeton University.
in two years out of college,
the
program's
talks
about
Foote
While the deck is signifi- which
troubles
early economic
in
the
cantly stacked against the
almost sunk the program
teachers at Locke,
to the now thriving first-ye- ar
program which employs more most of them do succeed,
a' 'unique
TFA
than 3,700 students.
It has now become one of the opportunity to make a differ-mo- st
competitive and sought- - ence in the lives of the nust
demographic in the
after programs in the country.
that's something
One of the main elements of country
Kopp's book is the bureacucratic law school and business
school just don't offer.
nature of the program.
Foote does a great job
When Kopp began the program
in 1989, her stated objective was showing both the positives
to place the brightest young and negatives of one of the
toughest programs in the
teachers inside of inner-cit- y
schools where their help was. country.
She is able to paint a great
most needed.
' The stated goal of the program picture of w hat a year in the
is
was to bridge the achievement trenches in the inner-cit- y
college
gap, and that objective pervades like for a
graduate.
throughout TFA.
' To achieve this the program is
"Relentless Pursuit" is an
remarkably data driven, and any- -. enjoyable book in itself, but
thing less than raised test scores more importantly it should be
required reading for anyone-Whilis simply unacceptable.
the ambitious standards contemplating a two-yeset by TFA are admirable, Foote commitment for TFA
that test scores are some-- time in the near future.
22-ye-

any-"Relentl-

seats.
excitedly by their front-ro- w
A true accomplishment, indeed. But
possibly the biggest triumph of the
night was the fact that Miley Cyrus
and Nick Jonas were seen hugging,
thus finally putting an end to their
romantic lend.
year-lon- g
continued
music
The
on
Inauguration Day, with performances
by the United States Marine Band
and the iconic Aretha Franklin.
The most memorable performance
of the day came after Vice President
Joe Biden took his oath of office.
o
Musicians It.hak Perlnian,
Ma and Anthony McGill performed a
beautiful rendition of tlw? song "Air
,

Yo-Y-

and Simple Gifts," the latest composi-

tion from renowned composer John
Williams..
The musical performances featured
at President Obama's inaugural festivities served as a reminder of how
lucky. we are to be a part of this
aina.ing country.
It doesn't matter that I think the
Jonas Brothers are overrated or that
Bruce Springsteen's voice sometimes
gets on my nerves.
The point is that these artists were
there, along with every one of lis, to
support our new president and celebrate the change and growth of this
great nation.
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Mother prevails.
However, in this plight for victory,
there is one group that dominates.
With the utmost courage and" perseverance, smokers worldwide are
duking it out with cold weather, one
cigarette at a time.
Those that crave one delicious
tobacco stick are willing to risk
everything in order to harness its
powers, even the existence of body
parts.
Their lungs aren't the only thing
their thumb
that's turning black
and pointer finger are quickly mor-phiinto a daunting shade of dark
and sickly gray.
They inhale and exhale, completely aware that the slight nicotine rush
is worth braving the below zero temperatures.
on an
It's
but that's
entirely new level
exactly why their battle royale is so
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ng
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times emphasized
to the
exclusion
,
t
This can create a stressful
ar
old
environment for
educateachers with limited
tion backgrounds who are
being thrown head first into
the most dire of situations.
More over, resignations'
from recruits in the middle of
the academic year are
thing but unheard of in TFA.
While teacher satisfaction
is obviously a goal of the
gram, it is not always at the
top of the priority list,
First and foremost, the
program revolves around the
test scores of inner-cit- y
which can be a very
dents
for the
mixed blessing
teacher re

Sports Editor

no mystery at
all as to why
we spike our
annual eggnog
and passively

stephaniefuller

A look inside "TFA"
Andrew Vogel

daunting reality that leaves

. S

89-year-- old

18-year-- old

The wintertime not only brings
with it Santa, rosy cheeks artd yule
logs, but also unsaturated hardships.
Riding on winter's coattails, disguised by the cheer, is an all to

r

An opening inaugural concert was
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When you witness a group of
your puffing peers huddled together
for warmth (as you run to the nearest
shelter, hoping your face will thaw
before class), know that their actions
speak louder than words.
This clan of gallant warriors is
risking so much for the cause of
their revolution.
Come hell or high water, come
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enter a dravfag to vh tec:!
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plummeting temperatures or the
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pending threat of Armageddon, the
humble smokers of our world don't
let these threats stand in the way of
a message that's
their message
burning with selflessness and seems
to say, "Take that, you frigid bastard"
to Old Man Winter.
Stay warm.

e

ar

any-repo- rts

Stephanie Fuller is a biweekly colum-ni- st
at the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at SFuller09wooster.edu.
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Acting exceeds expectations in "Doubt" film
CAMPUS

Jonah Comstock

Zurko exhibit a hit'

Managing Editor

Professor of Art Walter Zurko's
exhibition "piece work" was chosen by
Steve Rosen, a reporter tor City Beat,
as one of" the top 10 art exhibitions in
'2008 that impacted him personally.
Zurko's exhibition was displayed at
Weston Art Gallery last summer in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
It was comprised of" nine, carefully
carved wood sculptures. Most of" the
sculptures resembled the items they
were inspired by, such as yokes, hum- "
,
dry baskets and sleds.
Hosen said the sculptures were "so
smooth and elegant, so unencumbered
with decoration thatjou might at first
think them functional. But they had a
subtle visual staying power and intellectual depth."

that in lolly wood there
and
then there are actors.
are stars,
The stars are charismatic and
I believe

;

good-lookin-

g,

but they play themselves

up-and-co-

,

',

every time.
The actors, on the other 'hand, can
take any role Hollywood might throw
at them and make 'something original
and impressive from it.
John Patrick Shanley's "Doubt" was
nothing more than the two of the
best of these actors, Meryl Streep
and Phillip Seymour Hoffman,'. cast
into a script that won a Pulitzer and a
Tony. Of course it was going to be
great.
Shanley, who, directed the film and
wrote both the' award-winniBroadway play and the screenplay,
.deserves much of the credit for making the movie work.
Although I didn't' see the play, it
was clear to me that great care was
put into making the movie play well
on the big screen while maintaining a
theatrical quality.
But no one will argue that "Doubt"
succeeded on the strength of the
actors. '".-Streep is simultaneously terrifying,
amusing and pitiable in the compMex
role of Sister Aloysius Beamier, the
strict Principal of the 19H Catholic
school where the film is set.
Her stark disciplinarian manner is
maintained constantly, which only
makes the elements of humor in her..
'
such as when
role all the funnier
she viruses Frosty the Snowman of

!

-

.-

1
1

:

is

:

ed student
at the school.

1

i

the first black student

role, evoking both the reality of being
a black woman in Ul- and the per- -'
sonal strength it took to fill that role.
-

Questions about faith, power,
authority, race and, yes, doubt course
through the narrative as the audience
is made to alternate, first to believe
the priest, then side with the nuns,
.while-the
dynamic acting of the key
players rivets the audience in a way
that's quite an accomplishment.
In. an age where special effects and
impressive locations so often win out
for box office supremacy, to see a
movie succeed so well purely on good
acting is a pleasure.

--

;

'

.

Davis brings' a cold reality to the

'

--

(

perfect.

In a short but powerful performance, Viola Davis appears opposite
Streep as the mother of the implicat-

ng

On Jan. 3 1, two new exhibitions will
arrive at the Akron Art Museum.
The first is a series of mixed media
paintings and sculptures by artist
Aniniah Brwida Lynn Robinson called
"Along Water Street."
It's based on the stories told to her
by her Uncle Alvin while she was
growing up and on. old maps of Ohio
she studied at the library with references to early Native American and
African inhabitants of the Americas.
The second is a collection of 115
photographs called "Edward Weston:
Life Work" which surveys the career
of photographer Edward Weston.
The exhibition is from a private collection and most of the photographs
were collected directly from the
Weston family.
There is a mix of
pieces
and previously unpublished photo- graphs. It shows the progression of
Weston's career over the years.
Both of these exhibitions will run
through April.

ming

-

,

New exhibitions
arrive in Akron

well-kno-

1

.

'

LOCAL

.

Flynn is affable and charismatic, but
his position of power witli regard to
ami the suspicions rising
the nuns
give that, joviality, a
around him
sinister edge.
In scene after scene, the two clash
in emotionally gripping "performances, accompanied by the
'
Amy Adams, who is truly a gem
as Sister James, the naive- young...
teacher at the school. (
There is no word for Adams' performance in tills tilm but "adorable.'-- '
Easier to relate to than Streep or
Hoffman's character, the idealistic
young nun serves as a vehicle for the
viewer to access the story - her doubt
is our doubt, her relief or assuredness
oursas well. In this function, Adams

Illustration by Taylor Lamborn
paganism in a discussion of the
upcoming Christmas pageant.
Hoffman holds his own against
Streep in a powerful and layered per

formance as Father Brendan Flynn,
the senior priest whom Beauvicr susbehavior,
pects of inappropriate
toward a student.

CELEBRATE THE CHINESE NEW YEAR!
Ring in the year of the ox at C.O.W.!

wn

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
j

Jan. 26

Wear red for Good Luck Day! Hong Bao, or red envelopes
symbolizing good luck, will be given out.
event to be held in the evening.

NATIONAL

ISA-sponsor- ed

Celebs seek change
Celebrity couple Demi Moore and
Ashton Kutcher have pledged their
support for President Barack Obama
in a MySpace Celebrity video.
The video has clips of several
celebrities declaring what they pledge
to do in the future.
Besides Moore and Kutcher, the
video features
Cameron
Diaz,
Courtney Cox and David Arquette,
Dakota Fanning, Eva Longoria,
Nicole Ritchie, Joel Madden, Ashley
Sinipson-Wen-

tz

I

!

Jan. 27

Chinese Movie Night: "Drifters"
8 p.m. in Severance 009

Jan. 29

Special Ambassadors Table
11 a.m. in Lowry Dining Hall
Study Panel
7 p.m. in Lean Lecture Hall

i

'

,

1

;

-

.

;

and Lucy Liu.

The video concludes witli the
celebrities declaring in unison: "We
pledge to be a servant to our president
and all mankind because together we
can, together we are, and together we
will be the change we seek."

Jan. 30

J.Lo and Marc sing
together in D.C.
Marc Anthony and Jennifer Lopez
made an appearance at the Latino Gala
Sunday, Jan. 18 as part of President
Barack Obama's inauguration. J. Lo
i

Off-Camp- us

enthusiastically told E! News, "It's the
biggest tiling that's happened to our
country. You can feel the change in
the air... there's just hope. There's
hope for something amazing, like anything can happen and I feel like there's
just so much positivity."
The couple also sang Tuesday
evening at the Western Ball.
Earlier that evening Anthony told
the crowd that he had written a special
song for J. Lo, and then invited her on
the stage to sing with him.
It was called "You Sang to Me," and
Anthony reportedly wrote the song 10
years ago.
At the end of the duet, the couple
locked lips. Before they walked off the
stage together, Anthony said, "Mm,
she's cute."

Campus Chinese Cultural Celebration:
Chinese food in Lowry Dining Hall during dinner hours.
An auction of the cows made at Homecoming.
Time and location TBA
Traditional Chinese New Year parade with FIREWORKS!

Residence Life, the
Office,
Program,
Dean of Students
Ambassadors
International Students Association,
Hospitality Services, Late Night Activities, Student Activities and Office of Alumni Relations.
Offices involved in the Chinese New Year celebrations include the Off ice of

For more information on the events, contact Rachel Messenger at RMessengerwooster.edu.

Upcoming CD
Release Dates
JAN. 27
"Franz Ferdinand"
"Bruce Springsteen and
the E Street Band"

"Bad Plus"
"The Fray"
"Bow Wow"

The owner of a sex toy company
will get her own reality TV show on

FEB. 10

TLC called "Mother Knows Sex."
Patty Brisben founded Pure Romance
in 1993, a company that sells sex toys
through home parties.
It has since grown into a multimillion-dollar
business which relies on
independent consultants who plan and
attend the home parties.
proThe show will air the one-hogram at 10 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 1.

"Busta Rhymes"
"Warren G"

.

Arts

t

Entertainment briefs
compiled by Maggie Donnelly.

FRESH-MAD- E

FEB. 3

TLCtoshow "Sex"

ur

Buy 2 packages of

"Ben Lee"

FEB. 17
And

You Will Know Us by the

Trail of Dead,"
"Architecture in Helsinki,"
"Lionel Richie"

-

4jt

-- Jt-"

1

i

J.

1

lii--

.

i

'

'

and get the 3rd package

ll
with your Advantage Card
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Indoor track hits ground running
i

i

Fear the Towel

I

'
.

t

.

... '

"

M
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The AFC champion Pittsburgh
Steelers are going to the Super Bowl.
One of the most storied franchises in
football will be
gunning for its
sixth Super Bowl

have prided themselves on having
one of the best, if not the best,
"
'
defense in the entire NFL.
Troy Polamalu is one of the best
safeties in the game today and simply knocks gUys into next week.
Opposing quarterbacks try to avoid
throwing the football to the side of
the field where Polamalu is. James
Farrior and James Harrison have
combined for a total of 226 tackles
and 19.5 sacks on the season.
Together, they are fairly adept at
cleaning the clock of opposing
quarterbacks.
Offensively, Ben Roethlisberger
has led the way most of the season
for the Steelers. Big Ben is in his
fifth year in the NFL and has had
an impressive record as the Steelers
quarterback. This season alone, he
has passed for 3,3 14 yards and completed 282 out of his 470 pass
attempts.
While Roethlisberger' s rating is
only a mere 80.2, he has the playoff
experience and can handle the pres- -.
in
sure
big
to
help
games
the
his' team to be
will come victorious.
Even though

7Y

championship.

A

While the Super
Bowl is still more
than a week away,
letthe hype

sarabrown

-

begin.
They will be taking on the Arizona
Cardinals in Super Bowl XLIII on
Feb.
in Tampa, Fla. The Steelers
have been to the Super Bowl six
times and have taken away five titles.
Their first appearance was in 1975
and they beat the Minnesota Vikings
by a score of 16-The very next
year, the Steelers returned to the
Super Bowl and beat the Dallas
7.
The Steelers and
Cowboys
Cowboys met again in 1979 and the
Steelers again beat the Cowboys, this
"
time
The following year, the Steelers
Ali Drushal '09, who participates in a variety of events, and the indoor track team will kick
faced
the
Los
off their season tomorrow in the Denison Lid-LiftTournament (Photo courtesy OPI).
Angeles Ranis in
I
rs
from last
return of their
the top spot in that event, as well as the Super Bowl
Johann Weber
Ali Drushal '09, Kayla Miller
season
Steelers
contribute in the long jump. Mathis is and beat them by a
Senior Sports Editor
'09, KateLynn Riley '10, Katie Dale '()!
the defending NCAC champion in the score of
9.
with the win
Tliu Indoor Track and Kit-I'1 1.
and Suzanne ("apt-har- t
season
outdoor high jump and could fake the'
When
the
Roethlisberger
kicks ott' tomorrow with the Denison
Drushal has potential to score points
same title during this year's indoor
is the core of the
Steelers played for
over the Cardinals
Tournament, which includes
in a wide range of events, with an indiNCAC championship. Gatton will comtheir fifth title in
offense, ; there
Wooster, host Denison University, vidual title in the pole vault and a
pete in all three jumping events. He
1996, they lost to
are several other
d-place
finish last year in javelin. For
received
Carnegie Mellon and rival Wittenberg
honors in the high
the Cowboys 17- -,
offense will players that conUniversity. The meet, which is
the indoor season she'll concentrate on jump last year, and looks to improve in 27. The Steelers
stantly help out
will be an excellent op'wtuni-t- y
hurdles.
all three for the upcoming seasons,
pole vault and the
fifth Super Bowl
play a
game
Roethlisberger.
for the teams to test out their runMiller has scored in 10 NCAC chamOther potential contributors include
title came in 2006,
Willie Parker '
and
give
ners against strong competition and set pionship events, including all three distance runner Mark DeWine '09, who when they beat
is
the main
some early
goals. Both the jumping events at both indoor and out-dplaced fourth in the I0,KK meters last
the
Seattle
for the
rusher
defense
men's and women's teams are looking
championships last year. She also year and Dierre Taylor '09 in the .r.r
Seahawks 0 in
Steelers.
all it can handle.
to capitalize on a talented returning
hurdles, w ho could crack the
placed third in the triple jump in outwhich
Detroit,
Although he
before
in that event. Terry Workman '10
roster to push them up in the rankings. door competition, and
would
also be
played
hasn't
Last season, the men finished sixth in her mark surpassed the provisional and' Rick Workman '10 in the distance Jerome Bettis's final game of his much this season due to an injury
indoor and fifth in outdoor, while the qualifying mark for, NCAA Div. Ill events, Roliert McConnell '10 in the career.
early on, Parker is now -f- ully
nationals.
pole Vault and thrower Josh Kime '10. A
women finished fifth and fourth place,
The Steelers will be playing for the healthy and is playing at 100 pernumber of first-ye- ar
mcmlxrs will be sixth title in two Sundays. With a cent. Even though Parker only has
respectively.
Dale returns to bring home xints in
Coach Dennis Rice emphasized the
last year she joining the strong returners to try to record of 1, it looks as though they 789 rushing yards, he also has five
the throwing events
dual importance of the indoor season as earned a second-plac- e
finish in outdoor
touchdowns on the season.
bring the men's team into the top three have a much better chance of winfourth-plac- e
indoor.
end.
and
for
NCAC
season's
and
finish
a
by
in
the
of
Bowl
This
the
the
Hines
Ward and Santonio
as opposed to
competition
preparation
ning
Super
outdoor season to follow. "Our goal as a gave Dale a total of 10 career NCAC
The NCAC has a number of teams
Holmes are two of the most active
the Arizona Cardinals, who are playfinishes, which were aided by
capable of rising up and coniK:ting for
team for the indoor season is to reach an
ing in the Super Bowl for the first wide receivers for the Steelers.
Ward has l ,047 yards on the season
her finishes in discus and hammer, top honors within the conference, but time in franchise history.
intermediate peak at the indoor conferI
throw. Capehart, a distance runner, Coach Rice has high expectations from
ence championships and then to reach
while
predict that the Steelers will and seven touchdowns
his athletes and looks forward to the
made top eight in three individual
our ultimate peak at the outdoor confercome out with the win over the Holmes has 821 yards and five
Cardinals, but Arizona's upstart touchdowns. In the middle of the
events, and will be a vital member of indoor and outdoor seasons for both
ence championships in May.
field, tight end Heath Miller has
the team's distance relay, which also teams.
offense will play a tough game and
"The indoor season is extremely
will be
5 14 yards and three touchdowns.
"This
important for our overall development includes Dana Culbert '11, Chelsea
give the Pittsburgh defense all it can
fierce, but I'm confident we can coiiijx'te
There are so many other players
handle.
Fisher '1 and Jess Yarmosky '11.
as a team," he said.
The men's team will place a heavy against the top s( hools. It should be an
The women's team, which saw a very
Larry Fitzgerald has probably that contribute to the Steelers
offense and defense that makes
successful end to its 2008 outdoor seaexciting season (or both programs," been playing some of his best footemphasis on pushing its juniers, parball of the season during the second
them such a well rounded team.
finish, hopes to
son with a fourth-platicularly Eric Dyer '10, Jon Mathis '10 said Rice.
the half of the season, and especially The Cardinals, despite the fact that
After this weekend's
bring that same success, along with a and Averell Gatton '09. Dyer, who holds
Scots will coniH'te next weekend in the during the playoffs. In their 2008
they are playing great football
talented first-ye- ar
group, into this the school record for the triple jump,
p
also
hosted
which
is
had
NCAC
NCAC
last
right now, do not have as many
meet,
has
relays
a
Fitzgerald
at
playoff
the
runner-uwas
team
games,
season.
year's
indoor
Lending
year's
could
battle
for
Denison
for
total
and
total
of
players that can contribute to their
by
University.
is
23
receptions
complete
meet
championship
419
the
almost
great optimism
offense and defense as the Steelers.
yards and five touchdowns.
Because of this lack of extra
Kurt Warner has possibly been
playing some of his best football help for their star players, the
Cardinals' high paced offense will
since he played with' the Rams in the
Bowl.
has
not be able to score on the Steelers'
Warner
attempted
Super
smash mouth defense and win the
and
them
completed 6 of
'92 passes
for a total of 770 yards and eight
Super Bowl. For those counting,
American
great
pasttime
killing
the
are
sprees
spending
free
agency
market
big
teams'
this one will be title number six.
touchdown throws. His rating isan
Why the
Forget getting that one for the
impressive 12.1.
the player's organization push you
In some apparent moves of desWhatever happened to the
thumb, the Steelers are moving on
However, these two players will
around, making you essentially a
peration, the New York Yankees
childhood ambitions of growing
be able to pick apart the Steelers
not
to a second hand. Get those terrible
well-paid
tool.
have spent in the last two months
.. .
up to play for the hometown
towels ready.
for the win. For years the Steelers
Funny thing is, with all these new
team? Whatever happened to the about $423.5 million on three playSandlot-esqu- e
and expensive free agents, the
ers. Not only does this resonate
basewith
is
Yankees are still the third-be- st
team
mentality , it everything that wrong
Red
division.
and
is
with
their
Rays,
in
The
ball, but what
wrong
seemed baseball
book,
better
in
the
Sox,
still
are
my
players at one America as well.
In case you've been living under a teams. Like in the past, a mass
f
time embodied?
acquisitions
amount of
rock, the United States is in a recesWhatever hap-doesn't necessarily guarantee a
pened to the sion. And while most people
weingardt
World Series, or even the playoffs.
their best to tut back on costs,
only game that I
Take
the
2008
the Yankees finan- really love?
for
is
Detroit
Tigers
cial
plan
stability
destroyed
have
Yankees
The
is,
offHuge
example.
centered
on
paying
in
good
once
was
that
everything
this game, and the sad part is, four baseball players with all these new season trades led to
skyrocketing expecwe're doing absolutely nothing more than the GNP and
free tations, snd ulti- expensive
'
few
African
a
of
about it.
countries.
Yankees '"att;y led t0 a llorri- A day after receiving their notiagents, the
'
for them.
,
,
.
Just a day after
fication that they have to pay the
thiruare
still
the
makes
It
me ask
with
a
slapped
milbeing
Commissioner's office $26.9
of
question
the
myself
in
excess
fine
lion in luxury taxes, the Yankees
best team in their of, "how is
anyone
went out and signed slugger first $2.5 million, the
else
division.
to
supposed
hedonist!Yankees
baseman Mark Teixeira to an
compete?"
then
But
and
it
tally ignore
eight year deal worth approxi1 think to myself, "the Yanks haven't
Most abortions art unwanted or coorctd.
mately $180 million. That leaves continue to spend their endless
65 suffer trauma. Substance abuse is 5 times higher.
also
Oh,
and
they
won a Series in eight years. They
the rest of not only the baseball hordes of money.
lur'it'd !i; al
hi ffrftjpi tint tase the pain had bon a qymnml and hod been veiy
community, but the rest of the are in the midst of finishing up a , missed the playoffs last year.
Aheiwaid.
Heidi
ust didn't ore abnui Me anymoie."
M. 'cl1 iih"vti-billion dollar stadium. Way to go. They're doing something wrong."
country to ask, "What the hell?"
t the UiK
Being staied and alone, believed them,
v.r.
a 'Kii Kiby iuif me
Last season the Tampa Bay Rays
Aliwi thM ahotl'on
ta? i'd of n dsn p'pqnanr y rpniei
became depressed,
ui'1
Mark Teixeira, like me, grew up Way to tell the American people
ulinl Lir:l a'tgs ' Tummy
cr
o' r'
showed baseball that you don't need
cheering on Cal Ripken Jr. and the you're above them.
healing
nyit d or W ed abtiiony and new hope
an Alex Rodriguez or a C.C.
And Mr. Selig, don't act helpless.
itnn frv.ifc atx'iji
rest of the Baltimore Orioles, and,
is
debacle
much
win
Sabathia
whole
The
to
games.
pretty
This
for
to
play
wanted
he
me,
like
them when he got older. The O's your fault. You've done a lot of Yankees obviously following their
TheUnChoice.com
inter-leagprevious years' models of thinking
Most abortions are unwanted or coerced.
apparently offered eight years and great things for baseball, like
play, but this area, that
they're above every team in baseabout $160 million. Really? $160
Abortion b tKe choice.
is
salaries,
ball, just won't learn.
biggest
to
your
taining
for
enough
Unwanted. Unsafe. Unfair.
you?
million isn't good
know
it
down:
deep
You
a
"the
Jet"
blunder.
know,
Benny
If
Rodriguez
oh,
you
In my book, after
the first $150 million it's just salary cap is what baseball needs. were real, he'd hate the status of
Wayne-Holme- s
(330) 264-588- 0
Right to Life
you've let the owners and today's game. And you should, too:
But no
icing on the top.
;
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Scots top Witt
-

with tough defense in physical game

68-5- 9
.

;

The Wooster Voice
son this team currently sits atop the

only has a soft shooting touch, hut also
can drive to the haskct and post up.
Justin Hallow ell '12 added in U
points. As has hecome customary,, the

1

MAC.
have had 'a very
"The
large impact on this team.. They give
us a lot of depth at many positions
and make it very hard for teams to just
key on one player because they all can
score and they all work hard UK) percent of the time they are on the
court," said Bidwell.
The win puts the Scots in the driver's
seat of the conference. So far, tlie Scots'
only loss has come on the road to
Wabash College, a team that plays
much better at home than on the road.
Tomorrow, the team faces a fairly easy
test as goes on the road to take on
first-yea-

Ilallowell was most dangerous
from behind the arc, shooting
from the three-poi- nt
line. Ilallowell
remains second on the team with 12.7
points per game.
While the offensive statistics usually make the headlines, it was the
team's defensive performance that
drove the team's win. The Tigers shot
on field goal attempts for
only
a '28 percentage in the first half.
The Scots' suffocating defense
forced the Tigers to miss early shots
and layups late in the first half. While
the Scots were the younger and more
4-o- f-8

'V7A

1

4-rr-

i'i

:

Bryan Wickliffe (32), Nathan Balch (22), and the rest of the Scots had plenty to celebrate about
as the Scots played gritty defense and hit key shots (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
rArAti aiaI
C
a EullOr
CA't
SpOnS
A

All of the distinctive characteristics

have

typified the
rivalry were on display
last1 Saturday
intensity, hustle, a
boisterous crowd and plenty of passion. After leading by as many as l.r
during the game, the men's basketball
w in, beating
team held on for a
its archrival for the second consecutive year in a row.
Last Saturday, head Coach Steve
Moore earned his .Kioth career win
Moore was
against his alma mater
a team captain and point guard for the
Tigers, graduating from Wittenberg
University. Moore's Scots led for the
final 32 minutes and ended up w'inning
(l()-.- r,
by nine. The win put
in a tie with Hiram College liir
first place, while the loss puts tin
in third place.
Tigers (7-While the Scots coasted through a
that

Woostcr-Wittenhe-

(!s-.r- )!i

the-Scot-

s

5-- 1)

7,

4-- 2)

rg

With under 10 seconds left and the
game well in hand, Marty Bidwell '08
went up for a slam dunk that would
have brought the house dow n in front
of the home crowd, but David
Nowicki and the Tigers would have
none of it
refusing to be shown up
by the Scots' team captain.
Nowicki fouled Bidwell hard as the
senior forward went up for the jam.
Bidwell immediately popped up and
pumped up the crowd
savoring his
last home win over the hated Tigers.
Ian Franks '1 led the team with 22
points and four assists. In his first full
season as a starter, Franks has blossomed and proven to be an
for the Scots.
When Franks has played well, the
when he has strugScots have won
gled, the Scots have struggled. In his
breakout year, Franks has led the team
in scoring and has proven that he has
an innate scoring' ability. Franks not

majority of the game and were ahead
xt-'- 2
at hiilt'tinie, the Tigers would
not go away quietly in this rivalry
game. While it looked like the Scots
might run the Tigers out of Timken
with five
(iymnasium ahead ('0-minutes left to play, the Tigers would
find a w ay to claw back into the game
and at least make the best rivalry
game in Div. Ill an interesting
.
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match-u- p.

Wittenberg used

run, capped
by a
by Josh McKee with
just over a minute left, to pull within
While the Scots would fail to
score on their next possession after
McKee's three-pointto give the
Tigers an even better chance to tie the
game, McKee's tlircerpointer from the
right side was off the mark as Justin
Ilallowell collected the rebound to
seal the win for the Scots. Two free
throws by Matt Kegan '12 iced the win
three-point-
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for Wooster.
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conference cupcake Karlhani College.

The team hosts Allegheny College
on Wednesday
first-yea- rs
have had Next Saturday,
the team travels
a
impact on
to Ohio Wesley-a- n
this team.
give us a as theUniversity
Battling
'
will
Bishops
at many
look to avenge
positions and make it
their lopsided
for teams to key on loss earlier this
season.
one player because they
The Scots'
biggest game of
can all score."
the season the
rest of the way
could well come

inexperienced

--

9-of--

rs

"The
very large
They
lot of depth

team coming
into this game
with
four

underclassmen
starters, it was
the Tigers who
looked rattled
in the first half.

;

hard

Bryan Wickliffe '11 con-

.

trolled
the
boards for the
Scots, cleaning
the glass with
W i n d e x -- i k e
,

1

MARTY BIDWELL '09
FORWARD, TEAM CAPTAIN

efficiency.

Wickliffe led
the team with p
eight rebounds,
two of which were on the offensive end.
The sophomore power forward also
came up with a block and two steals.
While Wickliffe has not enjoyed the
offensive success he enjoyed last season, he has been a force on the defensive end, leading the team in rebounds
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Ohio.

Wittenberg remains only a game
behind the Scots and is very much
for the NCAC regular season title.
After a hard fought loss, and with
scuffle- after Bidwell's
the post-gaattempted dunk, the Tigers will not
lack for motivation to get even. with
the Scots.
It's yet another chapter in one of
the best and most storied basketball
rivalries in Div. III.
in"-contenti-
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me

and blocks.
As the team moves past the halfway
point of the season, the play of the
team's youngest members are the rea

on

v

Women's team could challenge for NCAC Tournament berth
played a big role in the Scots' success.
Wen, was nanied the NCAC Player of
the Week and has been described as

Sydney Bender
Editor in Chief

Technically, the women's basketbeing one of the best backcourt players in the NCAC conference.
team is only -! this season.
However, in this case the standings,
Last Saturday the Scots defeated
don't tell the whole story.
the Hiram College Terriers 70-f- il
in
The team has already nearly the Timken (iymnasium. Wenz was
matched its w in total from last season most notably the driving force behind
H
team notched
after the
the Scots.' Wen, scored a total of 20
record. However, with the points with Krister scoring an
just a
return of guard Kym Wen. '10 and impressive 17 and Meredith Wilson
emergence of center Kaitlyn Krister '09 also added a total of 1.1 points.
'10, the Scots have clawed their way
While the team's record currently
into contention in the NCAC.
isn't anything to write home about,
While the team's overall record is the team has a very good shot at makthe team sat at an even ..loo ing the 200S-0- 9
just
season one of the
before its game against Karlhani most memorable in a decade with a
berth in the NCAC Tournament.
College Wednesday night. The team
sits just half a game out of fourth
The team has a powerful duo with
Wen, and Krister, and with a solid
place in the NCAC.' The team has a
very realistic shot at finishing1 in the supporting cast, the Scots could surconference's top four and qualifying prise some teams in the second half
for the NCAC Tournament.
this season. If they do, it will be one
The return of Wen, after being of the team's most successful seasons
injured for most of last season has in a decade.
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Colleen Goodwillie (3) and the rest of the Scots supporting cast has played well, setting the
stage for the
duo of Kym Wenz (24) and Kaitlin Krister (40) (Photo by Jesse Allen).
high-scori-
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10.3
Scoring

of
forward

average

Wittenberg

Michael Cooper, a

first-yea- r.

Cooper is the
younger brother of
James Cooper '08, a
three-tim-

e

Ail-Americ-

an

for Wooster. Cooper, the
second leading scorer for
the Tigers, scored six
points against his older
brother's old team.

16.7

1974

1
Place of head coach
Steve Moore among
active Div. HI coaches in
winning
percentage.
Moore's career record of
7
puts him first in
winning percentage and
places him fifth in overall wins. 500 of Moore's
583 career wins have
come at Wooster.

Scoring average of James
Cooper, the second leading scorer in Wooster
history. In 122 career
games for the Scots,
Cooper scored 2,037
points. He is one of only
two players to record
2,000 points for his
career. He also led the
Scots to a Final Four
appearance in 2007.

35.1

Year that Moore graduated from Wittenberg
University. Moore was a
three-ye-

ar

Combined scoring

age of
and Kaitlin Krister '10.
Wenz and Krister have
combined for more than

letterwinner

for the Tigers and was

part of three straight
OAC
championship
teams. In 1974, he was
the team captain and
point guard for the

583-18-

aver-

Kym Wenz '10

half of the points scored
for the women's basketball team this season.

Tigers.

7
Times Ali Drushal has
C
been an
performer. Drushal, who is
also an
volleyball player, won
the championship in the
All-NCA-

Ail-Americ-

an

indoor pole vault last
season (10 feet, 8.5 inches) and finished second
in the javelin (114 feet, 2
inches).

NCAC Standings
Men's Basketball
National Top 25 Poll

Womcn'i Basketball
National Top 25 Poll

Wheaton(UI.)(15-0- )
St Thomas (14-0- )
3 ) Washington U (13-1- )
s
Point (13-2- )
4
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3.)

)UW-Platteville(14--

2)

6 JBuena Vista (14-1- )
(14-2- )
7.)
8 ) Capital (14 I)
9 (Amherst (13-1- )
10 ) Trinity (Texas) (141)
11 .)Puget Sound (13-2- )
12 ) Ithaca (14-1- )
13 ) Richard Stockton (15 2)
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Amherst (16-0- )
5 ) Oglethorpe (15-1- )
6.) UW-EaClaire (141)
7.) UW- - Stevens Point (15-1- )
8.) Hope (12-1- )
9) Simpson (15-1- )
10.) George Fox (15-0- )
1) Tufts (1
12 ) New York University (12-1- )
13.) Brandeis (11-2- )
14 ) Thomas More (13-2- )
15 ) Messiah (13-2- )
l6 )DeSales(12 2)
17.) York (Pa.) (13-1- )
18.) Marymount (12-2- )
19 ) Mary Washngton (12-2- )
20 ) Washington and JefTerson
21.) Moravian (14-2- )
(13-2- )
22 (Texas-Dalla- s
23 ) Washington U (1
24 ) Kean (13-3- )
25.) Muhlenberg (1
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Men's Basketball
NCAC
1.) Wooster (10-- 5 overall, 1 NCAC)
1.) Hiram (10-5- ,
3 ) Kcnyon (10-5- ,
3.) Ohio Wcsleyan (8 6, )
3.) Wittenberg (7-,
3 3)
6 ) Wabash
,
7.) Allegheny
8 ) Oberhn (410,
9 ) Earlham
10 ) Denison
)

1--

2)

Women's Basketball
NCAC
(8-1.) Denison
overall, 6 0 NCAC)
,
2.) Ohio Wesleyan
3 ) Wittenberg (9-)
4.) Allegheny (8 8,
4.) Kenyon
6 ) Wooster (5-7.) Hiram (3-,
8 ) Oberhn (2-- 1,
9 ) Earlham
)
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Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC. All standings as of Jan. 20.
Top 25 basketball poll according to d3hiHips.com

